We use the preceding note [1] to prove the following theorem. We note first that Z l* implies that every cokernel has a kernel, since every identity morphism is a cokernel of a zero morphism, and we have the following three lemmas. 
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We use the preceding note [1] to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Any two normal series o] subobjects o/an object G o/a pointed category have isomorphic re/inements i/~d satislies Z2, and the/ollowing condition. Z 1". ~ has cokernels o/kernels, and kernels o/any composition e'e o/two cokernels e and e'.
We note first that Z l* implies that every cokernel has a kernel, since every identity morphism is a cokernel of a zero morphism, and we have the following three lemmas. in ~ is the composition of h 9 k pullback squares, and hence a pullback. Thus a c~ b exists and is subnormal.
The "if" part of (ii) [1] ; no other changes are needed. Subobjects occuring in a normal series are ipso facto subnormal. Thus the Zassenhaus Lemma is valid tbr these subobjects, and the usual proof of the Schreier Theorem goes through without any changes.
